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Welcome to the Sapient Press Summer Newsletter!

- Sapient Press Introduction

This newsletter will give a snapshot of the ongoing activities of
Sapient Press as well as provide news and insights on current
events or issues within the academic world, conferences,
featured websites, resources and more!

- SP Call for Papers
- Featured Article
- Featured Website

Introducing Sapient Press!

Sapient Press is an American-based open access publisher of peer reviewed academic journals
that cover a broad range of social science (business, economics, etc.) and education related
disciplines. Sapient Press also offers conferences organized to facilitate the sharing of collective
research.
For more details, please visit: www.sapientpress.com!
Editors / Reviewers Requested

Sapient Press is currently seeking editors and reviewers to assist with the publishing of our three
journals. This opportunity is especially geared towards new professors and PhD holders looking
to broaden their experience and build their resumes. If you have academic experience in social
science fields related to business or economics or education-based fields such as TESOL,
language instruction or linguistics, please contact admin@sapientpress.com.
Call for Publishing!

Sapient Press welcomes the submission of original manuscripts that relate to a broad range of
business, economics and other social science related disciplines as well as topics related to
teaching, education and language learning. Manuscripts should meet the general criteria of
significance and scientific excellence. Sapient Press will publish articles in basic and applied
research and case studies. Visit the site for more information.
We invite you to submit your manuscripts to editor@sapientpress.com for publication in one of
our family of academic journals.

Featured Paper: What’s in a Name? A Look at the Adoption of English Names by Korean Learners of
English

Our featured article was written by Catherine Gallagher, a professor from Sejong University of
Seoul, South Korea. The article, "What's in a Name? A Look at the Adoption of English Names
by Korean Learners of English," was published in the International Journal of Teaching, Education and Language Learning. The article focuses on why the study participants chose, accept or
reject English names as part of their language learning or professional identities. To read, check
out Sapient’s Journal Archives for IJTELL at: www.sapientpress.com/archives.com

Featured Website: Grammarly

Grammarly is an online proofreading, spell checking
and plagiarism-detection company. As part of its service, it carries out more than 250 grammar checks,
performs contextual spell checking and uses a wide
array of academic and other media sources. In 2013, it
received a top award as the Best Online Grammar
Checker.

http://www.grammarly.com

